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The evaluation of the seismic action that occurs in the calculus of the vertical metallic
equipments with shells of revolution, used in the chemical and petrochemical industry, is
made taking into account the specific standards recommendations STAS 9315/1-80 and
the aseismic design specifications given by the new P100-2006 standard. The seismic
calculus is realized for all the equipments for which the ratio between the height and the
interior diameter is: H / Dmin>5, or the height is H>10 m.
In
the
coking
chamber’s case, it was
adopted an initial dividing of
Q56
the total height Ht=27,760 m
Tr 56
in 56 sections having equal
lengths, Δhi = 0,5 m , i = 1,
…55, with Δh56 = 0,26 m (as
it is shown in figure 1).
The equipment was
considered as a cantilever
beam
with
elastic
embedding at the rest place.
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The authors used the
methods offered by the
elastic structures dynamics
and an advanced calculus
program,
as
COSMOS
2007.
Y
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This program was
X
used in order to determine
the
dynamic
behaviour
Q1
during the seismic action.
Figure 1

All the obtained results have a novelty and oneness character; they can be
considered as a solid, new, modern and actual base for design and we consider that they
can be extended to all the petrochemical equipments.
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